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Kellyville Rouse Hill 

U10 Patton 

Coach – Martin Tolar 

Manager – Steve Coddington 

TROPHY WINNERS 

PLAYER PROFILES: 

Nathaniel Coddington  

A tough tackling player who can always be relied upon to put his body on the line.  Nate built upon last year to 

become a consistent contributor each week.  Next year should see Nate continue to improve his game and make a 

valuable contribution to the team each week. 

Samuel Coddington  

Sam played his best football when up forward as a small crumbing goal sneak.  His strong attacking instincts saw him 

score his fair share of goals throughout the year.  Has the potential to become a very good contributor. 

Ryley Fletcher  

Ryley came to the team with limited exposure to Auskick but quickly showed his dominance with his physical 

presence, hard tackling and massive kick.  Has the potential to become a true stay at home key forward.  Ryley came 

third in our B&F awards and should be in the mix for representative selection next year. 

Best and Fairest William Needham 

Coaches Award Jack Gardner 

Most Improved Zane McDonald 
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             Jack “Frosty” Gardner  

A first-year player that took the game by storm.  A natural athlete whose dedication to training and trying to always 

improve saw him amongst our best players each week, earning Frosty second place in our B&F awards and receiving 

the Coaches’ Award.  Representative honours should result next year. 

Zane McDonald  

This was Zane’s first year playing AFL football and he progressed in leaps and bounds in with his skills development.  

A courageous player who tackled his heart out, saw him become a strong contributor around the ground.  Our Most 

Improved award winner and has the potential to become a very good small defender. 

Archie Maguire  

Archie continued to build upon his strong 2017 season.  Always a dedicated trainer that resulted in seeing him to 

improve each week.  A courageous player who could often be found at the bottom of packs winning the hard ball and 

assisting with clearances. 

William Needham  

A strong year from a natural footballer that finds plenty of the football, isn’t afraid to put his head over the ball and has 

strong attacking instincts.  A  very good kick of the football that saw Will earn Greater Western Sydney representative 

honours and a first-place finish in our B&F awards. 

Noah Roberts  

Another first year AFL player that developed his football skills as the year progressed.  Has a good turn of pace and 

the potential to be a great crumbing forward. 

Lachlan Stewart  

Another strong consistent performance from Lachie that resulted in Greater Western Sydney representative honours 

and a fourth-place finish in our B&F awards.  Has all the hallmarks of becoming an excellent key defender. 

Harrison Tolar  

A solid year from Harrison who again was playing up in age.  Confidence grew as the year progressed and the 

second half of the year saw an increased commitment to training resulting in improvements in his skill levels and 

contribution in games. 

Jonathan Torney  

This was Jonno’s first year with the club.  He was another player who played up an age group and as the season 

progressed he gained confidence in his first year of football.  We should expect to see this growth continue next year. 

Junseo Yang  

Junsea joined the team with only three weeks in the season left.  He made an immediate impact with strong hands, a 

good kick and an ability to lead and find space.  A future in the forward line beckons. 

Jack “Plugger” Goodwin J 

ack had a strong start to the year providing us with a big target up forward.  Unfortunately Plugger broke his leg in a 

non-football related incident only a few weeks into the year bringing his 2018 season to an end.  We look forward to 

his return in 2019. 
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